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Abstract

Figure 1. Initial Concept Image (Drawing by Author).

Sustainability has been a topic of interest since the 1800s and has been used as a design philosophy 
in architecture for up to forty years. The issue of sustainability has become prevalent in our cities 
as inefficient, high density, glass-clad buildings are built. Most developers look to create new 
buildings which are inefficient, these developments typically do not focus on environmental or social 
sustainability but rather look at short term returns.

For this study, the question is asked: How can the conversion of city fringe suburbs into sustainable 
neighbourhoods create the necessary change to a sustainable Auckland?

For the issue of sustainability, the New Zealand government ignores the construction industry as a 
factor. For the issue of increasing population and house prices, the proposed solution is to build as 
many single dwelling homes as possible. These solutions have led to the creation of inefficient and 
lifeless low-density suburbs sprawling further away from the city Centre. The result of these solutions 
has been more issues, more waste and more time in traffic for many people, decreasing both social and 
environmental sustainability.

This project proposes that there is another solution which incorporates peoples interests and 
environmental sustainability while allowing for quick and easy access to all the natural amenities 
which people use daily. This project will argue that the answer to these issues is to create sustainable 
medium-density neighbourhoods in city fringe suburbs, reducing traffic, emissions and waste while 
creating compelling places for people to live and interact with others.
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Figure 2. Slide the Street Project, Raising Awareness for the Importance of Water Conservation (Photograph by ARUP).
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1.2 Story of the project

The project began with the idea of housing and environmental sustainability; the investigation first 
looked to how the two interact with one another and found that housing can reduce waste, reduce 
energy consumption and reduce emissions. These aspects increase the environmental sustainability of 
a city, while compelling spaces, increased capacity and independent services are results of sustainable 
design which increase the quality of housing. This cyclical relationship is what sparked the project, 
specifically when considering the current state of housing, which, in general, does not consider these 
principles to be fundamental.

Initial research found that people wished more to live further into the city and work further outside 
the city, and was shown to be a global preference. What this points to is that people wish to live closer 
to where they work, which leads to the issue of urban sprawl. Urban sprawl is an issue which leads 
to people spending more time in automobiles which in and of itself is undesirable to people, when 
factoring vehicle emissions, it seems obvious to attempt to combat this. The first attempt at this, for 
the project, was the adaptive reuse of an office building to a residential apartment, the criticisms of this 
proposal were that office buildings in the city are often the best use case of the land.

The project changed to focus on city fringe suburbs and how they can be converted to become 
more sustainable, and the idea of sustainable neighbourhoods presented itself here. Sustainable 
neighbourhoods have proven to be an effective way of creating change beyond a single building. This 
project was both more exciting and made more sense given the current state of Sustainability in New 
Zealand.

New Zealand prides itself on a clean, green image, even if that image is somewhat undeserved. New 
Zealand emits more carbon dioxide than the average country, per capita, per year,1 and has a higher 
than OECD average in construction waste.2 These are two issues for which architecture and planning 
can assist. Intelligent design and thoughtful construction can decrease construction waste and more 
careful planning, and smart building usage will result in fewer carbon emissions.

The final issue that Auckland is dealing with is the issue of housing, the city itself claims that it is in 
a ‘housing crisis’. This crisis is an issue that many other cities throughout the world are dealing with. 
This pressure can be alleviated by reducing sprawl, increasing density and increasing walkability, all 
of which are explicitly stated goals of the city, but little actions back them up, and all of which can be 
assisted through architecture.

1 OECD, “OECD Environmental 
Performance Reviews: New Zealand 
2017.” 

2 Ministry for the environment, “Solid 
Waste Composition Environmental 
Report Card.”

1.3 Project Outline

This project, at its core, is a sustainable medium-density mixed-use development. This development 
will be in Ponsonby East. The project will develop by utilising the information gained through research 
and case studies to formulate an appropriate architectural response.

The project aims to be a potential answer to some issues surrounding sustainability and housing in 
Auckland. A wide variety of inhabitants need to be accommodated for within the project to increase 
social interaction among different people and remain a realistic living place for many.
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1.4 Project Brief

Project:

Create a medium-density sustainable Neighbourhood intervention in Ponsonby East.

Coarse site: Ponsonby East.

Fine Site: Corner of Cowan Street, Ponsonby road and Pompallier terrace.

Design objectives:

Zoning of an ideal Coarse site plan of Ponsonby East.

Within the extents of the fine site, develop a mixed-use architectural solution.

Redesign the streetscape to enhance pedestrian interaction.

Aims:

A principal aim for this project is to provide a solution, which can be implemented today, which would 
assist in some issues surrounding housing and sustainability in New Zealand. The framework of the 
project should have the ability to be applied to many or all suburbs in the same category, throughout 
New Zealand, the idea is to lay out a framework, and provide a precedent, for sustainable medium-
density developments.

One of the more ambitious aims of the project is to act as a catalyst for change within the 
neighbourhood scale, as well as changing human behaviour. Creating a shared space is one thing, but 
having people occupy that space is much more challenging. 

Figure 3. Lang Bauman: Painted Streets (Photograph by ARUP).
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1.5 Research question

How can the conversion of city fringe suburbs into sustainable neighbourhoods create the necessary 
change to a sustainable Auckland?

Figure 4. Henards Sketch For Rationalising and Segregating Traffic 1905 (Sketch by Eugene Henard).
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1.7 Scope And Limitations

Sustainability is currently broken down into five elements: Environmental, Social, Economical, Cultural 
and Institutional. Of these five elements, the three main elements that this project will consider 
are Environmental, social and economical with that order of importance. Cultural and institutional 
sustainability are still important but would broaden the project too much, so less depth could be 
achieved.

The Environmental sustainability aspect of this project will attempt to encompass as much as possible, 
which can be achieved through an architectural project. Social sustainability will be considered 
as secondary, this means that if there comes a choice between the two, a compromise will favour 
environmental sustainability.

Economic sustainability will suffer the most from any compromises in this project. The project aims 
to achieve a development which is both economical to build, own or rent. However, as with social 
elements of the projects, environmental sustainability is of the highest importance and will take 
priority over social elements which will take priority over economic elements.

Scope:

An important factor in determining the scope of the project is the scale. While the project will examine 
neighbourhoods, a neighbourhood will not be designed. A Coarse site plan will zone an ideal solution, 
the streetscape will be redesigned, and a small plot within the neighbourhood will be completely 
designed. This approach will mean the Coarse site can be addressed at a shallow level while the Fine 
site can be realised in detail.

Limitations:

The project aims not to be a stand-alone village, but an additive piece to an existing neighbourhood, 
which serves both existing and potential residents. The project also does not wish to change whole 
suburbs, but instead to facilitate an environment in which this type of project is considered as an 
appropriate solution.

1.6 Sustainability

Figure 5. Sustainability Hierarchy (Drawing by Author).
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Sustainable Urban Design

Environmental 
Sustainability

Social
Sustainability

Economic Sustainability

The two main fields that this project investigates are Sustainable urban design and Sustainable building 
design. These fields are relatively large, so for this project, the focus for sustainable urban design will 
be on Corridors, Roadways and Transport, Zoning and Mixed-use Buildings, and Designing with Nature 
while sustainable building design will investigate environmental, social and economic factors. The 
leading schools of thought for each of these elements will be outlined here.

Sustainable urban design requires much more than what can be covered in this project, so three 
aspects have been chosen to investigate as they seem to have the most significant impact on results. 
Sustainable design is never truly argued for or against, instead of in what the best way to achieve 
sustainable design without compromising too much. Michael Richards created an excellent guide 
for sustainable urban design, in his book Richards covers transport and corridors in great depth,3 
this is backed up by Jill Kruse with her research examining road efficacy and proves that in certain 
circumstances the removal of roads decreases traffic, contrary to expectations.4 ARUP contributes to 
the walkable city argument by with their incredibly detailed report examining the many different 
benefits of walkability and how to achieve this goal.5 LEED put together a great set of standards of 
neighbourhood development, which specifically outlines what makes a sustainable neighbourhood and 
created a rating system and guide to achieving such ratings.6 Jepson and Haines investigate zoning, 
and how this affects sustainable development, they investigated many USA case studies to research 
what was affecting sustainability in current cities and then looked to create a set of conclusions as 
to how these could be implemented and improved upon in future developments.7 Nowak and Heisler 
investigated how designing with nature impacted the environment in their research-based report, 
which breaks down how effective nature and trees are at absorbing the by-products of modern living.8

Sustainable building design is too broad for a single project to cover so environmental sustainability 
will be mostly focussed on while social and economical sustainability will be investigated, but not to 
the same depth. The passive house institute is one of the leading standards in residential architecture 
for sustainable design, their focus is minimal operating energy.9 They layout many principles and 
strategies for this type of design on their website. Hugh Byrd has created a simple, easy to understand 
guide to environmentally sustainable design of all kinds, listing data and strategies for how specific 
issues can be overcome through architectural solutions.10 Terri Peters investigates how reuse and 
interventions can be vital in assisting the social sustainability of housing.11 Kefayati and Moztarzadeh in 
their report have attempted to create a series of indicators of social sustainability within a place.12 Space 
10 is responsible for a large-scale survey which investigates people’s opinions about shared spaces and 
future living conditions.13 Herman Daly is a key player in economic sustainability within architecture, 
as a banker and ecologist his expertise lies in understanding how the greater economy and environment 
interact and furthermore how they can improve each other.14

1.8 State of knowledge

Figure 6. Key Sources (Drawing by Author).

3 Richards, Regreening the Built 
Environment: Nature, Green Space, and 
Sustainability.

4 Kruse, “Remove It and They Will 
Disappear: New Evidence Why Building 
New Roads Isn’t Always the Answer.”

5 ARUP, Cities Alive: Towards a walking 
world.

6 LEED-ND, “A Citizens Guide to LEED 
for Neighborhood Development: How 
to tell if a Development is Smart and 
Green.”

7 Jepson and Haines, “Zoning for 
Sustainability: A Review and Analysis 
of the Zoning Ordinances of 32 Cities in 
the United States.”

8 Nowak and Heisler, Air Quality Effects 
of Urban Trees and Parks.

9 Passivhaus Institute, “About Passive 
House.”

10 Byrd, Energy Climate Buildings: An 
Introduction to Designing Future-Proof 
Buildings in New Zealand and the Tropical 
Pacific.

11 Peters, Architectural Interventions for 
Social Sustainability: The Renovation of 
Modern Housing.

12 Kefayati and Moztarzadeh, 
Developing Effective Social Sustainability 
Indicators in Architecture.

13 Space10, and Anton & Irene. “One 
Shared House 2030.”

14 Daly, Beyond Growth: The Economics 
of Sustainable Development.
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The literature will be broken down into two main segments; Sustainable Urban Development and 
Sustainable Medium Density Design. A broad overview of the two fields will be laid out, and at the end, 
an evaluation of them will be made as well as a series of key learnings gained from the literature and 
some ideas about how these learnings may be used within the project.

For this project, many different buildings and neighbourhoods were examined, all with relevant 
information. In the document, there are several important projects from which this project derives 
inspiration and information.

A vital component of the design will be establishing the needs of the people in the area, and this will 
be the primary driver for the ground floor programme. The peoples’ needs will be established by 
examining the demographics and creating person profiles which represent those demographics. These 
people will ideally match a large portion of the population of the area in some way. Then the wants of 
these people will be inferred by the demographics. 

The site and context analysis is broken down into the coarse and fine site. The coarse site will analyse 
the neighbourhood, what it needs and how it can improve based on the knowledge gained. The fine site 
will then look at the plot of land that the project will reside. From there, detailed information can be 
learned, such as what is currently useful and what is lacking. 

The site analysis combined with the wants and needs analysis will determine what is needed for the 
area and what the area does not cater for. This will determine what would be useful to include in the 
project. A climate analysis will also be conducted, sun, wind, temperatures and other elements for 
Auckland will be studied to learn what the most appropriate design will be to maintain a comfortable 
interior environment. A detailed set of key learnings will then be set out and will act as a guide when 
designing as well as criteria for the project to be judged.

The context analysis will also examine the state of Auckland as a whole, looking specifically at Kiwi 
build and how sustainability and housing are currently being funded. From there, it could be identified 
whether this project to falls within those boundaries and can offer something more to our current 
solution.

Understanding the People

Understanding the Place

Understanding the Project Aims

Daily life needs Assesment 
(What do they need?)

What amenities will meet these needs?

Who are they?

What are the good qualities of the place?
(Why do people live here)

What exists in the neighbourhood which
is important?

What do the People need
which the place does not

Provide

How can architecture create an 
environment to manifest these?

What key amenities are not catered for 
by the place?

1.9 Methods

Figure 7. Process Diagram (Drawing by Author).
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2 Context Research

Figure 8. Ponsonby East Locating Map (Additions by Author, Basemap by Geomaps).

2.1 Coarse Site
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The Coarse site: Ponsonby East.

There are around 15 bus stops within 5 minutes’ walk of the area.

With a kindergarten, primary and secondary school within walking distance, this location is ideal for 
families at any stage. With Auckland University, AUT and Unitec all within a 25-minute cycle, Students 
will also be able to accommodate this space.

With only a 20-minute walk to the sky tower, the site is close to the city and allows for easy access to a 
large number of work-spaces and many amenities.

The streets in the area are car-dominated, with a four-lane main road with parking on either side. The 
priority given to the automobile is limited with a 40km/h speed limit along the main road as well as 
many pedestrian crossings. However, the hierarchy of space is still given to the car; the research will 
aim to provide insight into alternative solutions with an ideal being implemented in the final design.

Figure 9. Coarse Site Amenities (Drawing By Author, Basemap by Geomaps).

Entertainment
Food
Health
Service
Retail
Community
Public Space
Recreation
Transport
Education

College Hill

Ponsonby Road

N
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Figure 10. Connections Diagram (Drawing by Author, Basemap by Geomaps)

2.2 fine Site

The Fine site: Corner of 
Cowan St Ponsonby Rd and 
Pompallier Tce.

Site area: 4,000 m2. 

67m

61m

78m

31m

30m

Figure 11. Fine site plan (Drawing by Author, Basemap by Geomaps).

There is a lack of connection 
to the main rail line, about 
30-40 minutes’ walk to the 
nearest station. This lack of 
connection means that there 
will be less, car alternate, 
options for the occupants, 
the project will aim to offer 
more options to the people 
of the area for cleaner and 
more accessible transport.

There are enough bus stops 
in the area which can serve 
as an appropriate auto 
alternate option but is not 
the best due to emissions 
created by busses. The 
current walkability of 
Ponsonby is quite good; 
the roads have a speed 
limit of 40kmph and many 
pedestrian crossings, the 
only issues being that the 
priority is on the car over the 
pedestrian and there are not 
many cycle lanes.
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Figure 12. Northern Aspect (Photograph by Author).

Figure 13. Eastern Aspect (Photograph by Author).

Figure 14. Southern Aspect (Photograph by Author).

Site Observations:

The office/retail building on Cowan Street does not seem to be achieving its best possible usage; the 
retail floor is sparsely populated while the office on top is poorly designed and integrated.

The carpark space is poorly integrated and jarring when walking along the street; it is the main reason 
as to why the site is currently functioning poorly. 

The Historic/character building is quite untidy but has many architecturally interesting elements, 
specifically within the detail of the façade; this would suit a contrasting element to both accentuate and 
offset the character.

The site has great views. Being at a natural high point, a building on the site would be able to get views 
of the city, the harbour and the Waitakere ranges, this is ideal as the views are north, east and west, 
which is simultaneously the directions which the most glazing will be required for solar gains.

Onsite vegetation in relatively sparse, the carpark ensures a large concreted area. However, considering 
this fact, the site does a good job of including quite a few trees in the spare space. Effective treatment 
for this site will be the introduction of more landscaping elements, specifically native species which 
encourage birdlife interaction.
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Existing Office and Retail 
Building, Underperforming, 
Unpleasant Atmosphere.

Existing Retail Corner 
Building, Only Addresses 
One Side with non-vital 
functions.

Figure 15. Existing Retail/Office Building (Photograph by Author).

Figure 16. Existing Main Road Facing Retail Building (Photograph by Author).

Figure 17. Vegetation Analysis (Drawing by Author, Basemap by Geomaps).

Common 
Tree 
Types: Pohutukawa Tree Blackwood Tree Plane Tree Cabbage Tree

Green Space: 20%

N
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Figure 18. Views From 13m Above Ground Level (Photographs by Author, Basemap by Geomaps).

Western View Eastern View

North-Eastern ViewNorth-Western View
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2.3 Character Analysis

Figure 19. Ponsonby Retail Elevation Character (Photograph by Author).

Figure 20. Ponsonby Retail Elevation Character 2 (Photograph by Author).

Figure 21. Ponsonby Retail Character Elevation 3 (Photograph by Author).

Figure 22. Ponsonby Residential Character (Photograph by Author).

-  Rhythm established through the facade  
    column spacing.

-  Parapet used as a decorative device.

-  Area in front of stores covered.

-  Thick window frames accentuated by  
    decorative elements.

- Intricate second-floor facade.
- Clear glazed ground floor.
- Classical style of facade decoration. 
- More than average amount of planting.

-  Less glazed street frontage. 

-  Thick and decorated window  
    frames.

-  Brick veneer used on the upper  
    level to create a more historic  
    feel.

-  Stand-alone building on  
    corner site. - Covered entrance space.

- Painted weatherboard cladding.
- light, tonal colour palette.
- Trees and garden spaces.
- Short, white picket fence.
- Bay windows.
- Single story.
- Pitched roof.
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2.4 State of auckland

“There are things we can do to reduce the impacts and costs of climate change, including... Moving 
to a low carbon economy and embedding long-term, adaptive and more resilient climate change 
considerations into planning decisions.”15 This approach will reduce the need for major retrofitting or 
land-use changes as impacts become more frequent and severe. “Increasing green infrastructure across 
Auckland”16 will support the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, improve water management, 
reduce flood risk and deliver spaces that people want to visit and connect.

Auckland’s unitary plan and 2050 plan create the impression that the aim is to create a more compact 
urban form with greater transport and amenity access while addressing the issues of climate and 
human sensitivities.

However, their proposed implementation of these strategies is poor in the city centre and city fringe 
suburbs. They predict the room for growth is a mere 220 dwellings, compare that to their predicted 
50,000 dwellings in Westgate,17 this not only is suboptimal but goes against their compact philosophy.

The funding for housing from the government mostly comes through kiwi build, which is the 
governments answer to the ‘housing crisis’. Separate government projects attempt to help with 
creating a more sustainable environment. This project could assist with both and would, therefore, 
provide great value to the country.

Private investment would be the other avenue for funding this project; this would be more difficult 
to achieve on a large scale, but if it can be proven as an effective investment, then on a small scale it 
would be highly achievable. The ideal for this situation would be a mixture between the two, with the 
government funding the larger scale infrastructure with private investment creating the individual 
buildings.

Figure 23. New Zealand Predicted Temperature Change by 2090 (Image by NIWA).

Figure 24. New Zealand Predicted Rainfall Change by 2090 (Image by NIWA).

15 Auckland Council, “Auckland’s Key 
Challenges.”

16 Auckland Council, “Auckland’s Key 
Challenges.”

17 Auckland Council, “Auckland Plan 
2050.”
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2.5 Climate Analysis

Sunlight is the best friend of the passive building; it provides essential energy for heating the building 
each day. In Auckland, the sunlight ranges from 7 hours per day to 4 hours per day. These figures give 
a good idea about how much insulation to use, how much thermal mass is required, and how much 
glazing should be used. For southern hemisphere buildings, the northern façade should have the most 
glazing and the south the least. The east and west should have anywhere in between depending on 
light needs for the space, in general, the least amount of glazing should be used as possible as glass is 
a poor insulator compared with the high insulation capacity of walls. Thermal mass acts as an insulator 
for thermal variance, 50mm of thermal mass is an ideal minimum over large surfaces such as walls, 
floors and ceilings. Insulation in the case of Auckland should be maximised as much as possible; this 
is the case for most climates as it dramatically decreases the outdoor temperatures affect on interior 
temperature. For New Zealand, above standard insulation should be emphasised due to how outdated 
our standards for insulation are. 

Knowing the rainfall of the area is useful in many ways. The most important for this project is for 
rainwater collection. Rainwater collection is a popular way to offset reliance on the grid and increase 
sustainability; calculations will be done further into the project to determine what this offset will 
be. The other useful reasons to know about rainfall amounts include plant feasibility, stormwater 
management and internal comfort.

Figure 25. Average Sunny Days Per Month (Image by Meteoblue).
Figure 26. Average Rainfall Per Month (Image by Meteoblue).
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The wind rose is useful in providing an idea about the prominent wind direction, the wind is both a 
useful tool and a harsh carrier of temperatures. For this reason, shelter will be required on the sides of 
strong winds while being able to be changed to allow wind through when carrying an ideal temperature. 
The prominent wind direction in Auckland is the south-westerly, which will be bringing air colder than 
the ambient temperature which in the winter will need to be sheltered from and in the summer will be 
allowed to cool the spaces. North-easterly is the second most prominent wind direction, this air will be 
hotter than ambient temperatures and will most likely not need to be let in during winter and protected 
from in the summer.

The temperature of Auckland is very mild and can be countered through passive techniques. This 
means that the building should have a very low energy usage because no energy is needed to maintain a 
comfortable interior temperature. 

Figure 27. Auckland Wind Rose (Image by Meteoblue).

Figure 28. Average Monthly Temperature (Image by Meteoblue).
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Sunlight in Auckland changes quite a lot throughout the year with low sun angles in winter and high 
angles in Summer; this allows for design strategies to respond, for example, an overhang or an eave 
will block summer sun while allowing winter sun into the building.

Unpredictable event conditions:

Extreme weather incidents in order of likeliness.

Hail. Approx. 5-10 times per year.

Major Storm approx. 2 per year.

Flood approx. 1 per 3 years.

Tornados and Cyclones approx. 1 per 5 years.

Mild Snow approx. 1 per 30 years.

Damaging earthquakes approx. 1 per 30 years.

Volcano. Approx. 1 per 1,000 years.

This extreme climate data is useful in providing worst-case scenarios for strength and internal comfort. 
If the building designed can withstand these events and remain comfortable during them in a passive 
way, then the building will be successful in its climate response.

Figure 29. Sun Angle and Azimuth (Basemap by Mapworld, 
overlay by 2D Sunpath).
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2.6 Key Learnings

What is required for the site?

Change of carpark to become better interfaced with the street and more useful.

Decreased energy usage on a per occupant basis.

Change to sub-optimal retail space and office space.

Tidy of character building, as well as accentuation.

What is required for the neighbourhood?

Increase in walkability, prioritising the pedestrian.

Provide small scale transport around the neighbourhood.

Decrease usage of cars.

Creation of a tighter-knit community, with spaces to accommodate.

What is required for a climatic response?

Intelligent fenestration patterns to allow natural light in the building without compromising thermal 
performance.

High insulation value in floors, walls, roofing and windows.

The ability of the units to be ventilated manually and passively.

The use of planting to increase local air quality and promote wildlife.

How could this project become funded?

Private investors recognising that the elements explored in this project are the most optimal and 
investing accordingly.

Wellbeing budget, including a compelling solution for housing and environment by updating suburbs 
into sustainable neighbourhoods.

Kiwi build funding going to medium density developments rather than low.

How can this project assist with current issues?

This project can assist with the reduction in New Zealand’s environmental impact.

The quality of living within New Zealand can be increased with the aspects outlined within this project.

The ideas within this project can help increase the supply of housing in New Zealand.

Figure 30. Umbrella Sky Project, Agueda, Portugal (Image by ARUP).
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3 Literature review Sustainable urban design

 “Nature is 3.8 billion years ahead of us in research and development.” 

– Eric Corey Freed

Sustainable urban design is the philosophy of designing a neighbourhood sustainably. There are 
many ways in which a neighbourhood can be sustainable. These sustainable neighbourhood principles 
have been outlined by many different people and organisations, all of which give different priority to 
different aspects, but tend to cover the same principles.

The main points which relate to this project are: Corridors, Roadways and Transport, Zoning and 
Mixed-use buildings and Designing with Nature. All these elements are outlined in the Leadership in 
Energy and Environment (LEED) guide to sustainable development as well as many others and will be 
investigated in this section.
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3.1 Corridors, Roadways and Transport 

 “If you plan cities for cars and traffic, you get cars and traffic. If you plan for 
people and places, you get people and places.” 

—Fred Kent, Project for Public Spaces

How people move around a neighbourhood is extremely important, it is one way in which people 
interact a space, so before these can be designed a knowledge about what makes these spaces effective 
and compelling is required.

With the introduction of mass automobile production, people can live further and further away from 
city centres with only the minor inconvenience of driving. For many, this was ideal. However, this has 
created the car-dominated world we see today. Other problems caused by mass roadways include “mass 
paving, stormwater runoff, and fragmentation.”18 The solution proffered is a reduction of roadways and 
an increase in density.

This solution is represented through several different strategies; the most extreme of these being 
“existing roadways can also be buried and/or capped with green space.”19 More reasonable suggestions 
mostly focus on the narrowing of wide lanes, reduction of speed limits, the addition of cycleways and 
the introduction of intelligent on-street parking. The combination of these is suggested to create a 
more walkable city. 20

Perhaps the most compelling of the strategies is to incorporate green spaces into existing roads, rather 
than completely cover them, this strategy would reduce impermeable surfaces, reducing the impacts of 
stormwater, the strategy known as bio-retention cells are “concave-shaped areas planted with native 
species,”21 running parallel to roads they collect the runoff from roads, reduce the impact of pollutants 
and increase the visual quality of the road. The final option for the larger planning scale would be the 
removal of roads in favour of pathways and cycleways; it is shown in some cases that the removal of 
roads can decrease congestion,22 while counter-intuitive, this could be a compelling strategy for the 
project.

Green corridors are an exciting way to rethink and repurpose spaces between buildings, especially in 
places that lack dedicated green spaces. As well as providing the obvious environmental benefits of 
increased air quality, increased permeability and plant and animal habitats, these corridors can also 
give social value by creating space for interaction and activity, while connecting essential spaces, and 
increasing land value. Practical strategies for creating these include the use of wall planting to create a 
kind of “urban garden,” the use of rain gardens or even the implementation of multi-purpose spaces.23

18 Richards, Regreening the Built 
Environment: Nature, Green Space, and 
Sustainability, 92.

19 Richards, Regreening the Built 
Environment: Nature, Green Space, and 
Sustainability, 90.

20 Richards, Regreening the Built 
Environment: Nature, Green Space, and 
Sustainability, 90.

21 Richards, Regreening the Built 
Environment: Nature, Green Space, and 
Sustainability, 97.

22 Kruse, “Remove It and They Will 
Disappear: New Evidence Why Building 
New Roads Isn’t Always the Answer.”

23 Richards, Regreening the Built 
Environment: Nature, Green Space, and 
Sustainability, 165-177.
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When discussing transport, this project is generally referring to ‘auto alternative transport’, ways of 
moving within the neighbourhood that are low impact. The ideal would be to create the most walkable 
environment for the inhabitants and visitors of the neighbourhood. Arup investigated what benefits 
may occur when living in a walkable city and they identified 50 significant benefits of living in a 
walkable city along with 50 main drivers for change and 40 actions for which could be taken now to 
achieve walkability. The critical areas of action that this project may focus on are “Density and mixed 
functions … Walkable connectivity … Pedestrian streets … Road share … Innovative public spaces 
… Heritage promotion … Redundant spaces reallocation … Sensing of people and environment.”24 
Transport is one of the most significant contributors to carbon dioxide emissions in the world and a 
move towards walkability, and sustainable auto-alternative options will cut this dramatically.

24 ARUP, Cities Alive: Towards a walking 
world, 13.

When thinking about sustainable and efficient transport, there are two different types, transport within 
the neighbourhood and transport to other regions too far to walk. The critical point in connectivity is 
“frequent street connections and pathways to surrounding areas, a high degree of internal connectivity, 
and few barriers,”25 these strategies are generally controlled in early stages of development and rarely 
changes throughout time, so choosing a place with these attributes is essential. Long, winding streets 
with many dead ends “require long, circuitous walking or driving routes to nearby destinations, 
reducing walking,”26 which is suboptimal for both sustainability and convenience.

As transit within a neighbourhood is limited based on pre-existing conditions, so is transit between 
significant locations. Auto alternate forms of transport are ideal, and the ideal way to encourage people 
to use these forms of transport is to provide many options, increasing the likelihood of use. It is ideal 
for people to use auto alternate transport, through the lens of environmental sustainability, because 
“single-occupancy vehicles … generate more greenhouse gas emissions and pollution per mile than car 
sharing, carpooling, walking, cycling, and most forms of public transit,”27 as well as other benefits such 
as shorter journeys, social interaction and exercise.

Figure 31. Qualities of a Sustainable Corridor (Image by Jana Milosovicova, and Katharina Janke).

25 LEED-ND, “A Citizens Guide to 
LEED for Neighborhood Development: 
How to tell if a Development is Smart 
and Green,” 6.

26 LEED-ND, “A Citizens Guide to 
LEED for Neighborhood Development: 
How to tell if a Development is Smart 
and Green,” 6.

27 LEED-ND, “A Citizens Guide to 
LEED for Neighborhood Development: 
How to tell if a Development is Smart 
and Green,” 7.
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Figure 32. Exemplary Green Corridor (Drawing by Author).

Buried Services

Permeable Surfaces

Vegetation 
Walls

Increased
Planting

Current corridors can be converted sustainably by planting to help stormwater drainage.

Decrease impermeable surfaces and create areas for stormwater to be absorbed.

The burial of overhead services greatly increases street quality.

Removal of roads can decrease congestion.

Narrowing lanes, smart on-street parking, reduced speed limits and cycleways increase walkability.

Transport which encourages auto-alternate methods, specifically walking.

Reduce long winding roads with dead ends.

3.2 Key Learnings
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3.3 Zoning and mixed-use buildings

“The recovery of sprawl to vibrant places is literally our generation’s greatest 
challenge.” 

—Steve Mouzon, Architect and New Urbanist

Zoning is currently an issue of government; the areas in which people can build different types of 
buildings are laid out in Auckland’s Unitary Plan.28 This project will be dealing with zoning on a 
smaller scale, that of the neighbourhood scale and doing so sustainably. So, how neighbourhoods can 
be sustainably zoned is the focus for this section of research. The goals of sustainable zoning laid out 
by Berke and Conroy are “six operational performance principles: harmony with nature, liveable built 
environment, place-based economy, equity, polluters pay, and responsible regionalism.”29

These goals have then been studied and researched as to which aspects lead most towards their goals. 
The first of these principles is to “Encourage higher density development,”30 this is achieved through 
zoning, restricting the maximum lot size and increasing the minimum density of an area. The second 
is the encouragement of mixed-use buildings, this way people are closer to work and amenities, 
the zoning facilitates this through only allowing many uses per site or having separate zones closer 
together such as commercial and residential. 

Zoning can also allow and encourage local food production by allowing agricultural uses permitted 
in or near residential; this cuts down on transportation costs and increases social interaction and 
responsibility. Sustainable zoning should also protect natural functions, places and ecosystems by 
protecting open and green spaces as well as including many other green design features discussed 
within the document. Transportation alternative zoning is vital for sustainable neighbourhoods and can 
be addressed through zoning by minimising parking infrastructure and providing alternatives such as 
bicycle lanes.

Zoning should also facilitate diversity and affordability in housing options; this can be achieved through 
smaller unit types, accessory dwellings, increased density, community and cooperative housing and 
affordable housing programmes. Finally, zoning can assist in creating sustainable neighbourhoods by 
preserving and creating a sense of place, and this is done through preserving culturally and historically 
significant buildings, zoning civic spaces as well as other socially important functions such as markets 
and grocery stores.31

28 Auckland Council, “Auckland Unitary 
Plan Operative in part.”

29 Jepson and Haines, “Zoning for 
Sustainability: A Review and Analysis 
of the Zoning Ordinances of 32 Cities in 
the United States,” 240.

30 Jepson and Haines, “Zoning for 
Sustainability: A Review and Analysis 
of the Zoning Ordinances of 32 Cities in 
the United States,” 242-243.

31 Jepson and Haines, “Zoning for 
Sustainability: A Review and Analysis 
of the Zoning Ordinances of 32 Cities in 
the United States,” 242-243.
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3.4 Key Learnings

Encourage higher density development.

Encourage mixed-use building typologies.

Sustainable zoning protects natural functions.

Protect open and green spaces.

Zoning should preserve the sense of space.

Socially important functions, such as markets and grocers should be preserved.

Figure 33. Ecological Reserve in Buenos Aires (Photograph from Design for Social Sustainability).
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3.5 Designing with nature

“The building grows out of the landscape as naturally as any plant; its 
relationship to the site is so unique that it would be out of place elsewhere.” 

– Frank Lloyd wright

There are many positive environmental benefits to the increase in planting, aside from regenerating the 
much-appreciated native species. 

Due to the heat island effect, parks can be up to 7 degrees Celsius cooler than surrounding city areas.32 
This effect is more apparent at night than during the day and is magnified by the number of trees 
within the park, showing that it is the planting of trees that are causing the decreased temperature.

The planting of trees also helps to offset emissions and pollutants, specifically carbon dioxide; this is 
because plants absorb carbon dioxide and emit oxygen, they also absorb many pollutants from water. 
Trees and plants are estimated to remove about 35kg of air pollution, 1 tonne of carbon removal and 
35 tonnes of carbon storage per acre of coverage per year,33 this reduction in air pollution is also 
responsible for annual savings for the country, approximately $450.00 per acre of coverage per year. 
Trees are also great for removing pollutants from water, both sewage water and runoff water. While 
trees are effective pollutant removers, they also can create chemical waste, specifically volatile organic 
compounds (VOC), VOC emission rates depend based on species so should be managed carefully.34

As well as all these factors, trees are also excellent at providing shaded areas and are practical design 
tools; they protect the ground from 95% of UV radiation,35 and therefore are perfect for solar shading in 
summer months, and deciduous trees will then allow the energy to reach the ground when needed. An 
important aspect to consider is the impact of planting, which is not in parks, while parks are essential 
for creating thriving neighbourhoods, they only make up about one-quarter of the green spaces of a 
city.36

32 Nowak and Heisler, Air Quality Effects 
of Urban Trees and Parks, 12.

33 Nowak and Heisler, Air Quality Effects 
of Urban Trees and Parks, 5.

34 Nowak and Heisler, Air Quality Effects 
of Urban Trees and Parks, 25.

35 Nowak and Heisler, Air Quality Effects 
of Urban Trees and Parks, 28.

36 Nowak and Heisler, Air Quality Effects 
of Urban Trees and Parks, 7.
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3.6 Key Learnings

Planting trees cool ambient air temperature.

Planting trees absorbs carbon dioxide.

Trees provide excellent shaded areas.

Increasing the ratio of green space to non is an effective strategy for increasing area quality.

Figure 34. Grass Covered Tram Lines in Freiburg, Germany (Photograph by Sven Eberlein).
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Sustainable Building Design 3.7 Environmental Sustainability: Materials

“Preserving natural habitat by creating better human habitat.” 

—Smart Growth America, nationwide coalition promoting a better way to growth

Embodied energy

All materials have an amount of energy expended to get them on-site; this includes harvesting, 
refining and transportation. The lower the embodied energy, the better as it means the impact on the 
environment is lowered. Low refined materials such as earth and timber are quite low in embodied 
energy while highly refined materials such as metals and plastics have quite a high embodied energy. 
Below is a table which lists embodied energies of common building materials in Australia.37 ‘Level’ 
does a similar breakdown for the New Zealand market, which shows a similar figure with some minor 
differences, based on location.38

Material PER embodied energy MJ/kg
* Fibre cement figure updated from earlier version and endorsed by Dr Lawson.

Source: Lawson 1996
Kiln dried sawn softwood 3.4
Kiln dried sawn hardwood 2.0
Air dried sawn hardwood 0.5
Hardboard 24.2
Particleboard 8.0
MDF (medium density fibreboard) 11.3
Plywood 10.4
Glue-laminated timber 11.0
Laminated veneer lumber 11.0
Plastics — general 90.0
PVC (polyvinyl chloride) 80.0
Synthetic rubber 110.0
Acrylic paint 61.5
Stabilised earth 0.7
Imported dimensioned granite 13.9
Local dimensioned granite 5.9

37 Lawson, Building materials, energy 
and the environment: towards ecologically 
sustainable development.

38 Level, “What Materials Can Be 
Recycled?”
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Material PER embodied energy MJ/kg
Gypsum plaster 2.9
Plasterboard 4.4
Fibre cement 4.8*
Cement 5.6
In situ concrete 1.9
Precast steam-cured concrete 2.0
Precast tilt-up concrete 1.9
Clay bricks 2.5
Concrete blocks 1.5
Autoclaved aerated concrete (AAC) 3.6
Glass 12.7
Aluminium 170.0
Copper 100.0
Galvanised steel 38.0

Recycling materials

There will be some demolition and deconstruction to prepare any site for the new buildings, so the 
question arises, how can these materials be reused or recycled and not sent to landfill. It turns out that, 
if separated, these materials can be easily reused or changed into a reusable state in new buildings or 
given other uses. The same issue for recycling materials exists for embodied energy, this being the 
more refined, the more challenging to recycle, so lower refined materials are better for both recycling 
and embodied energy.39

Steel and other metals are easily recycled if still in a relatively raw state, as in not bound to other 
materials, if removed from any impurities caused through the lifecycle of the building then are quickly 
melted down and used as the base metal would, in fact, metal recycling has the most significant effect 
on the embodied energy in the material. 40

Concrete is good to be recycled as an aggregate for low strength concretes, such as would be used for 
footpaths.41 

Glass is easily recycled by having it crushed and reintroduced into the glass production line. However, 
there are no float glass manufacturers in New Zealand and therefore would need to be shipped overseas 
to be able to be reused within the new construction, however, other glass uses can be accommodated 
locally as glass in typically kept in a pure state. 42

Timber can be reused in many ways, woodchips and sawdust can aid in the growing of plants as a 
partial soil supplement. Timber can also be reused to create structural timber members or particle 
boards. 43

There exist natural materials within the site itself, the most common being earth, Excavation will be 
required in the construction of the new buildings and the earth uncovered can be used as a building 
material in construction. Depending on the makeup of the earth on the site, the other option for 
displaced soil is for it to be reintroduced to the site as soil for any new planting or vegetation.44

39 Level, “What Materials Can Be 
Recycled?”

40 BRANZ, “How to Reuse and Recycle 
Materials from a Building Site.”

41 Level, “What Materials Can Be 
Recycled?”

42 BRANZ, “How to Reuse and Recycle 
Materials from a Building Site.”

43  BRANZ, “How to Reuse and Recycle 
Materials from a Building Site.”

44 BRANZ, “How to Reuse and Recycle 
Materials from a Building Site.”

Table 1. Materials, showing embodied energy per Kilogram of material (Table by Geoff Milne and Chris 
Reardon).
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3.8 Environmental Sustainability: Performance

Passive House principles

Passive house principles focus on high performance and low energy usage, the most impressive part 
of this strategy is the results, the passive house institute report that “Passive Houses allow for space 
heating and cooling related energy savings of up to 90% compared with typical building stock and over 
75% compared to average new builds,”45 which even on a small scale is significant.

Insulation

High R-value in roof, walls, floor and windows is vital with the highest priority to the roof and floor 
insulation, then wall insulation. Window insulation is expected to be low, so minimal use of glass is 
recommended. The passive house institute has several preapproved building envelope solutions, which 
allows for a simple certification process, each with a metric U-value of less than 0.16 W/(m2K).46 
A highly insulated building envelope is a crucial component in creating a comfortable interior as it 
reduces the influence that the outdoor environment has on the building.

Solar Gains

Solar energy is the ideal heating method for buildings. Solar gains are gathered through windows and 
secured by thermal massing, the storage of these solar gains is the primary way in which buildings 
are heated, and when accompanied by thermal protection, such as insulation and airtightness, has a 
compounding effect on thermal comfort. It has been proven that materials with “a thickness greater 
than about 50mm have little additional benefit in reducing daily temperature cycles.”47

Figure 35. Insulation of Different Common Materials at 50mm (Drawing by Author). Figure 36. Solar Gains and Thermal Mass (Drawing by Author).

45 Passivhaus Institute, “About Passive 
House.”

46 Passivhaus Institute, “Passive House 
suitable wall systems.”

47 Byrd, Energy Climate Buildings: An 
Introduction to Designing Future-Proof 
Buildings in New Zealand and the Tropical 
Pacific, 88.

Solar Energy

Heat Storage Through Thermal Mass

Concrete Glass Timber Wool Insulation Close Cell Insulation

R-Value: 0.04 R-Value: 0.06 R-Value: 0.21-0.5 R-Value: 1.1 R-Value: 2.3
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Renewable energy

Renewable energy is a great way to offset any existing carbon footprint of the building, solar, wind 
and hydroelectric are generally considered the best types of renewables in New Zealand, however, on 
residential sites solar is generally the most viable of the three. New Zealand is also lucky to be the 
benefactor of having an electricity system provided 80% by renewables.

Before onsite energy generation should be considered, energy usage “should be reduced to a practical 
minimum.”48 Solar is “in principle … the most ideal way of generating electricity.”49 However, solar 
energy production is often costly upfront, and with recent changes can have a payback time of fewer 
than ten years. At the moment, independent solar solutions are best as they can be easily replaced since 
their lifespan is less than that of a building. At an efficiency of 10% in commercial buildings “1 m2 of 
PV array is required for every 1 m2 of floor area,”50 which is reasonable considering photovoltaics can 
operate above 10% and will get more efficient over time. Wind turbines are much better suited to rural 
areas with a smooth and consistent flow of air.51

Airtightness

The airtightness of a building becomes very important when trying to keep the building from the 
changing temperatures. Wind and drafts will effectively cool the building down, this should be 
controlled, and airtightness is effectively a measure of how controlled the ventilation is. Airtightness 
is achieved when a building has a single “continuous, uninterrupted airtight building envelope,”52 
the continuous nature of the airtight envelope is said to be critical, it is also crucial for this layer to 
be separated from the insulation, in this case, the ideal is full insulation and air barrier layers in the 
construction of the building envelope.

Figure 37. Airtight vs not Airtight Building Envelope (Drawing by Author).

48 Byrd, Energy Climate Buildings: An 
Introduction to Designing Future-Proof 
Buildings in New Zealand and the Tropical 
Pacific, 92.

49 Byrd, Energy Climate Buildings: An 
Introduction to Designing Future-Proof 
Buildings in New Zealand and the Tropical 
Pacific, 92.

50 Byrd, Energy Climate Buildings: An 
Introduction to Designing Future-Proof 
Buildings in New Zealand and the Tropical 
Pacific, 92.

51 Byrd, Energy Climate Buildings: An 
Introduction to Designing Future-Proof 
Buildings in New Zealand and the Tropical 
Pacific, 93.

52 Passivhaus Institute, “General 
Principles for Improving Airtightness.”

Not Airtight

Airtight
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Thermal bridging

Thermal bridging is something this project looks to have as high importance. Thermal bridging is 
something which is solved through meticulous design of the building envelope as well as accurate 
execution. A thermal bridge can occur in many places but is where a portion of the building envelope is 
under-insulated and allows heat to escape and enter quickly. Thermal bridges are common in typical 
construction as structure tends to get in the way of insulation and has a lower thermal resistance. 
The passive house institute defines a thermal bridge free house as being so if “transmission losses 
under consideration of all thermal bridges are not greater than the result calculated using the external 
surfaces and regular U-values of the standard building elements alone.”53 More simply put is when the 
effects of thermal bridges are so small that they are negligible.

Ventilation

Ventilation is vital in cooling buildings. In Auckland, cooling is required for most of the summer days, 
so cooling is very important. Natural and passive ventilation is ideal for most projects. The other key 
factor in ventilation is indoor air quality, and spaces should undergo a set amount of air changes each 
day. The biggest issue for low energy housing is that the airtight barrier reduces the level of natural 
ventilation, “A ventilation unit with heat recovery is absolutely essential for meeting the requirements 
for a healthy indoor climate while allowing for significant energy savings.”54 Controlled ventilation is 
the only option in colder periods, for this purpose, heat exchangers are used, the purpose of these is to 
extract the heat energy from expelled air so that it can be kept in the building, this can be reversed for 
hotter temperatures and climates.55

Figure 38. Thermal Bridging (Drawing by Author). Figure 39. Ventilation Options (Image by Hugh Byrd).

53 Passivhaus Institute, “What Defines 
Thermal Bridge Free Design?.”

54 Passivhaus Institute, “Types of 
Ventilation.”

55 Passivhaus Institute, “Types of 
Ventilation.”
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3.9 Environmental Sustainability: Construction

Proper waste management

Onsite waste management is the best precaution for ensuring that waste produced in construction can 
be reused or recycled. It is common on construction sites for all waste to be put in one single large bin 
to be sent to landfill, while others separate metal from this. The best practice would be to separate as 
much as possible different materials, as the different materials have very different recycling processes. 
Through these processes landfill avoidance upwards of 90% can be achieved on any building site if this 
is a priority.56

Waste reduction through design

Waste reduction through design can significantly reduce the overall waste produced. However, it takes 
more upfront design costs and relies on the people constructing the building to execute in the desired 
manner. Material sizing is one effective way of combatting onsite waste, if the size of the building is a 
multiple of a materials dimension, then no adjustment is needed. 

Another way of combating onsite waste is to have elements constructed in a controlled environment 
offsite and being put together onsite; this results in less overall waste and a more consistent quality of 
finish.57

The final way to reduce waste is to design the building in such a way that deconstruction is a viable 
option rather than destruction. Ease of deconstruction is allowed through fixings which are reversible 
such as screws and bolts, rather than nails or adhesives which make separation of materials very 
difficult.58

Figure 40. Proper Waste Disposal Separation (Drawing by Author).
Figure 41. Waste Reduction Through Design (Drawing by Author).

56 For Construction Pros, “5 
Techniques for Sustainable Building 
Construction.”

57 For Construction Pros, “5 
Techniques for Sustainable Building 
Construction.”

58 Kibert, Chini, and Languell, 
“Deconstruction as an Essential 
Component of Sustainable 
Construction,” 5.
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3.10 Key Learnings

Low embodied energy materials are more sustainable in general.

Recycled or reused materials are more sustainable than their counterparts.

Most construction materials are recyclable if isolated.

Passive methods are more sustainable.

High insulation decreases temperature variance.

Solar gains passively increase heat within a building.

Onsite solar energy generation is the most effective residential electricity solution.

Thermal mass is necessary for storing heat, 50mm is ideal.

Airtight building envelope is achieved through careful detailing and is important for temperature 
regulation.

Thermal bridging needs to be minimised through careful detailing to reduce temperature variance.

Passive natural ventilation through controllable openings to the exterior of the building is required with 
cross ventilation being the best, but single openings can ventilate smaller spaces.

Onsite waste minimisation is good and ideal. However, waste reduction through design is far more 
effective.

Figure 42. New Zealand Green Star Categories (Image from GreenStar).
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3.11 Social Sustainability

 “What attracts people most, it would appear, is other people.” 

—William H. Whyte, “The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces”, 1980

“Currently, many socially-focused issues of sustainable design are effectively examined from outside 
of architecture.”59 This approach is an issue when attempting to design spaces for which architecture 
influences social sustainability. There are three strategies found in which architecture can have a high 
impact on social sustainability, those being user customised environments, selective demolition and 
shared spaces.60 As well as these three strategies there are four leading indicators of social sustainability 
which can be used to measure how socially sustainable a piece of architecture is which are: social 
security and trust, quality of life and social justice, social participation and finally, social capital.61

Selective demolition and densification to create hierarchy and variety is an admirable goal for any 
neighbourhood or city, the idea requires buildings to change in three different states. Old, underutilised 
buildings with no promising reuse case would be demolished while significant buildings are kept and 
reused to suit the neighbourhood programme. Buildings which are currently functioning would ideally 
be renovated to bring them up to the minimum neighbourhood standard; this will ensure the building 
fabric remains to a high standard, but it also means that buildings of social importance will remain.

Customisable facades using a designed palette of components is a great design tool and social feature of 
any multi-dwelling building or neighbourhood. This aspect is to be considered in the design phase as 
that is when the most drastic changes to the façade can occur, this design strategy can allow occupants 
to “engage actively in the design process and feel a sense of ownership”62 over the building they live 
in, even if they do not own the property. This strategy is also beneficial in providing a fine grain to a 
building or a cluster of buildings.

Fostering community connectivity through a mix of programs is a goal in which all developments wish 
to achieve, this prospect opens the idea of cohousing to many different types of people but has been a 
favourable alternative living scenario for the elderly population. It has been shown that cohousing “may 
reduce or delay the need for residential care.”63 The mix of programmes means that the inhabitants will 
most likely walk throughout the neighbourhood, which is a social form of transport.

Shared spaces are vital for providing social interaction, shared spaces in buildings are places which 
can be used by any of the occupants, while public spaces are open to anyone. People are “most 
comfortable sharing internet, self-sustainable garden and workspaces”64 and also feel like they “don’t 
need their own private kitchen and would use the communal kitchen so they can have more flexible 
private space.”65 This data shows that people are generally interested in co-living scenarios due to 
social and convenience benefits. When considering that these arrangements are more affordable for 
people, it seems like an excellent system for large-scale housing developments. It is then interesting 
to see that when polled in mass, most people (65%) would choose a private dwelling over collective 
dwellings.66

59 Peters, Architectural Interventions for 
Social Sustainability: The Renovation of 
Modern Housing, 2.

60 Peters, Architectural Interventions for 
Social Sustainability: The Renovation of 
Modern Housing, 4.

61 Kefayati and Moztarzadeh, Developing 
Effective Social Sustainability Indicators in 
Architecture, 44.

62 Peters, Architectural Interventions for 
Social Sustainability: The Renovation of 
Modern Housing, 4.

63 James and Saville-Smith, Cohousing: 
an enduring idea but is it a new opportunity 
for older people?, 10.

64 Space10, and Anton & Irene. “One 
Shared House 2030.”

65 Space10, and Anton & Irene. “One 
Shared House 2030.”

66 Davidsson, “A-PART-MENT: 
Transitions between different degrees 
of privacy in a co-living setting,” 29.
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3.12 Key Learnings

Shared spaces encourage interaction.

User influenced design increases social responsibility.

Selective demolition to increase variability will maintain a social connection while updating a place.

Mixed-use buildings encourage interaction.

Both shared public and private space are effective social tools.

Two types of shared space can be utilised within a building; Spaces that everyone has equal access to 
and have a dedicated purpose, and Spaces that are semi-private and do not have a specific purpose. 
The second type is that which exists in all apartments and buildings with multiple dwellings, they 
mostly consist of corridors and circulation spaces, while the first type gives you an apparent reason to 
be there and is relatively uncommon among current buildings, a by-product of this is that “This type 
of shared space requires something from you, an active participation,”67 increasing the level of social 
sustainability within a building.

67 Davidsson, “A-PART-MENT: 
Transitions between different degrees 
of privacy in a co-living setting,” 31.

Figure 43. “Pulling Together” at Grand Union Village (Photograph by Nicholas Falk and Michael Carley).
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3.13 Economic Sustainability

“Considerations for pedestrians in the cities are inseparable from considerations 
for city diversity, vitality and concentration of use.” 

—Jane Jacobs, “The Death and Life of Great American Cities”, 1961.

Economic sustainability is essential for any project to become realised and more importantly, affects the 
quality of living within a development. Herman Daly is an economist and environmentalist who states 
that “resources are the limiting factor in the long run”68 when referring to economic sustainability, and 
then goes on to infer that this should be of the highest priority. In this case, Daly is talking about the 
total amount of resources which an environment has. Moreover, ensuring people are served in a way, 
which “ meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet 
their own needs.”69 What we can gather from this with an architectural perspective is that the resources 
and materials used in construction should be maximised and take as little out of the pool of resources 
we have. In this case the argument can be made that designing for the environment is the most 
economically sustainable goal possible, with the justification being that only limited resources will be 
used and in fact some may even be produced, this means that there are more resources for the broader 
population and on a large scale this theoretically results in a reduction of people living in poverty.

Sometimes, more importantly, is the microeconomic sustainability of a building or neighbourhood, to 
achieve this a development would need to increase the density of an area while increasing affordability, 
this is typically done by having a lower per m2 rent. Alternatively, many other factors can contribute 
to the affordability of housing to the specified demographic. Traditionally, housing has been examined 
under the lens that the purchase of a house is that of a commodity when in reality it is much more 
complicated, McMaster and Watkins explains that “It verges on being trite to observe that housing 
transaction are better explained in a relational as opposed to a discrete exchange context,”70 essentially 
saying that there are often many unconsidered factors in housing affordability.

A significant factor in housing affordability is land value. “Housing is of course a house/land 
package,”71 Even LEED judges the level of affordability based on pricing compared to others in the same 
location.72 The New South Wales government in Australia has changed some factors to attempt to solve 
this issue on a state level by having mandatory zoning changes, voluntary zoning changes, developer 
incentives and a full planning system reform,73 all of which are strategies which could be implemented 
in Auckland. 

68 Daly, Beyond Growth: The Economics of 
Sustainable Development, 7.

69 United Nations, “Report of the 
World Commission on Environment and 
Development: Our Common Future”, 15.

70 McMaster and Watkins, The 
Economics of Housing: The Need for a New 
Approach, 15.

71 New Zealand Productivity 
Commission, “Housing Affordability,” 
4.

72 Szibbo, Lessons for LEED for 
Neighborhood Development, Social Equity, 
and Affordable Housing.

73 Williams, the affordable housing 
conundrum: shifting policy approaches in 
Australia, 652.
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Cohousing has presented itself as a solution to these issues with only the need for appropriate zoning 
and benefiting from government financial backing. The reason why cohousing becomes more affordable 
than alternatives is due to the sharing of spaces; people are only paying solely for the private space 
and then sharing the cost of more expensive spaces such as extensive gardens and kitchens. When 
considering that “cooking and doing chores become much less time-consuming when shared with an 
additional person, or even several people. Water, electric, and internet bills also become more bearable 
when divided among multiple residents,”74 it is easy to see that the small things add up quickly. Also, 
when sustainable design is a key focus, long term costs such as electricity, water and gas bills become 
more affordable over time, making the housing more affordable over time. The Final way in which 
cohousing has added to the affordability conversation is through alternative pricing schemes, in which 
the development is segmented to units, shared space and land, each of which can be individually owned 
or leased to the inhabitants, this flexible type of ownership lead to a more affordable neighbourhood.

74 Ilana, “The Hot New Millennial 
Housing Trend Is a Repeat of the 
Middle Ages.”

Figure 44. A Macro View of the Macro Economy (Image by Herman Daly).
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3.14 Key Learnings

Resources must be maximised for large scale economic sustainability.

Sharing key spaces will help reduce the cost of ownership.

Renewable energy results in long term economic gains.

Higher density and sharing of service costs reduces the cost of ownership.

Different pricing schemes will increase affordability but can sometimes increase the overall cost.

Figure 45. Housing Affordability (Image from CORT Community Housing).
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4 CASE STUDIES:

For this project, many different buildings and neighbourhoods were analysed, all with relevant 
information. In the document, there are several of the most important projects which the project 
derived the most inspiration and information.

Three key elements were considered when establishing the efficacy of these projects; Efficiency, 
Resources and Space. When looking at space, the subject is about efficiency and quality of space, 
looking at compact ideology and what strategies they are using to create compelling spaces to live.

When considering efficiency, the focus is on how the project uses its resources and how efficiently 
space is used. Moreover, which principles are exhibited, which could help this project.

When looking into resources, the considerations are focussed on how the project uses existing resources 
on site. Also, how efficiently resources are used in the everyday running of the project.

The projects are then judged through 6 criteria, those being the same which were researched in the 
literature review, from there a general view of the efficacy of the project relative to the aims of the 
project.

All these elements shall be considered as primary judges for the case studies while some specific 
elements may be considered on a case by case basis. From this point, a series of key learnings will be 
established and used as a partial basis for the design of this project.

Figure 46. Roam, Co-living Space in Bali, Indonesia (Photograph from Alexis Dornier).
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4.1 CASE STUDy: Julis Romo Rabinowitz Building & louis A. Simpson International Building.

Pros:

Extreme high focus on energy efficiency and sustainable building construction and maintenance.

The compelling design of both interior and exterior, making use of old and new materials and the 
contrast they create.

Cons:

Cons for this building, under this framework, are minimal with attention being paid to all three areas, 
meaning this project is of much use. However, a primary aspect that this building does not address in 
any concepts related to compact urban design, this is mainly due to location, if the university were in a 
city centre, the building would likely be a high rise or at least low-rise building.

Lack of onsite energy generation and water treatment.

Conclusion:

Overall, this building deals well with both the reuse of a historic building and the implementation 
of environmentally friendly systems. The old to new contrast is exaggerated to an extreme in this 
instance, and it both draws attention to the old and the new elements, this is the critical element to the 
design=. The environmental systems also complement the design while not detracting from it.76

Architect: KPMB

Location: Princeton, New Jersey, USA

Building Name: Julis Romo Rabinowitz Building & Louis A. Simpson International Building.

Year of Original Construction: 1929

Year of function Change: 2017

Space:

The space created through the addition has created a sharp contrast between contemporary design and 
traditional design. The contrast is created through materiality, and the very textural, dark brick is offset 
by the flat and light materials used in the addition. This contrast draws attention to the old as much 
as the new, but the critical element in making this a successful approach is with hierarchy, the new 
element does not tower over the old element but remains at the same level. The building also acts as a 
transition between the old and new side of the campus.

Resources:

Being an adaptive reuse project, the resources used in this building already have quite a low embodied 
energy, but the designers also chose to include sustainably selected materials, such as local timbers.

Efficiency:

The focus of this building is its efficiency; there are a variety of systems in place to ensure that the 
building can function well passively and optimally with little input.

Efficiency features include but are not limited to – Stormwater management, Radiant panel heating 
system, energy-efficient HVAC, energy-efficient lighting fixtures, low-flow plumbing, and high-
performance purpose-built exterior.75

75 KPMB, “Julis Romo Rabinowitz 
Building & Louis A. Simpson 
International Building, Princeton 
University.”

76 KPMB, “Julis Romo Rabinowitz 
Building & Louis A. Simpson 
International Building, Princeton 
University.”
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Figure 47. Site Plan, Nicely exhibits the situation of the building, being between two historic buildings, one from 
1929 and the other from 1964. This plan shows the intelligent joining of these two buildings (Image from KPMB).

Figure 48. Interior, Mood Perspective. This image clearly shows the concept of the building, with the contrasting surfaces 
creating the architectural interest, as well as using the old exterior as a compelling interior element (Photograph from KPMB). Figure 49. Julis Romo Rabinow-

itz Building and Louis A. Simpson 
International Building, Qualities 
(Drawing by Author).
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4.3 CASE STUDy: council house 2

Architect: DesignInc

Location: Melbourne, Australia

Building Name: Council House 2

Year of Construction: 2006

Space:

Being a high-rise building, it promotes the ideas of a compact city, providing a place of work for many 
more people per area than what previously existed on the site.

The spaces created on the interior are also compelling due to some of the principles used; the curved 
ceiling and use of natural light are unique for an office building.

Resources:

Resources are of high importance to CH2, while not being an adaptive reuse project, the building aims 
to use low embodied energy materials, as well as reduce waste in materials. 

The resource efficiency in this project is achieved through bringing resource management to the 
forefront early in the project, focussing on low embodied energy, locally sourced materials and life cycle 
analysis. 

Efficiency:

Energy Efficiency is one of the prime objectives in CH2, with many systems being implemented into the 
design as well as some of the systems being integral to the design.

CH2 uses water conservation and energy generation to offset what the building uses daily and makes 
use of energy-efficient heating systems, cooling systems and windows to ensure that the building earns 
its carbon-neutral status.

Pros:

Extreme concentration on the implementation of sustainable design features and systems.

Proper consideration of embodied energy in material selection, as well as the use of many locally 
sourced materials.

Cons:

The creation of a new building is always going to produce more waste than the reuse of an existing 
shell.

Performance of the building was not as good as predicted but was still very high.

Conclusion:

All in all, the CH2 building is one of the most sustainable and forward-thinking Medium density 
buildings in the world, especially for its time. The building incorporates much more than can be 
discussed in this precedent review but will prove a great learning resource throughout the project. Even 
though the building is of a different typology to that of this project, much can be learned from the 
implementation of ideas and innovation expressed through this piece of architecture.77

77 City of Melbourne, “Council House 
2.”
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Figure 50. Interior Office Plan, exhibits an intelligently laid out, shared office space with plenty of facilities. Also, this 
shows a high level of intelligent, sustainable design by not glazing all of the exterior walls and instead opting for limited 
windows to the main space with artificial lighting on a desk by desk basis (Image from DesignInc).

Figure 51. Sectional System Diagram, shows  an intelligent 
implementation of ventilation, cooling, heating and passive energy 
generation (Image from DesignInc).

Figure 52. Evaporation Cooling Chamber Diagram, an 
innovative way to cool an office building which also adds 
visual interest to the exterior of the building (Image from 
DesignInc).

Figure 53. Council House 2, 
Qualities (Drawing by Author).
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4.4 CASE STUDy: The commons

Architect: Breathe Architecture

Location: Brunswick, Melbourne, Australia

Building Name: The Commons

Year of Construction: 2013

Space:

The commons promotes a more compact city by becoming higher density than those in the area around 
it. Being a city fringe suburb, Brunswick is well connected and low density, furthermore, the commons 
is right next to the primary public transport connections and even connects to cycleways and walkways.

The interior spaces created by Breathe architecture are both compelling and contemporary, which will 
encourage people to live there and experience the benefits that the building has compared to others.

Resources:

Low embodied energy building materials are used to great effect in this project, in this instance has 
become a feature of construction, the specific abstinence from tiles and chromed materials leads to an 
interior with a “raw, minimalistic aesthetic”.

Efficiency:

A primary driver of the commons is sustainability and efficiency, making use of unique systems such as 
deciduous vines attaching to chains, providing shade in the hotter months while allowing appropriate 
solar gains in the colder months.

The commons also use many principles of passive house design; this is evident as no air conditioning is 
used, instead only ceiling fans provide active cooling.

Pros:

The compelling design of both interior and exterior spaces get people interested in living there while 
exposing them to the benefits of sustainable living in a compact city.

Many specific sustainable design principles used within the building.

Encouragement of social interaction through shared spaces.

Proximity to the city encourages walkability.

Cons:

The only criticism of this project would be its interaction with its context; it feels as though this 
building could exist anywhere within Melbourne and would work in the same way.

Conclusion:

The Commons is the result of an environmentally sustainable medium-density ethos, which has been 
carried through from design to construction. Its style is unique, especially within its context, providing 
a style which exudes the ideas behind the building; all the elements included within this building could 
be carried over to this project.78

78 McMaster, “The Commons.”
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Figure 54. Ground Floor Plan, clearly exhibiting the focus of this project on city proximity and auto alternate transport, 
there are enough bicycle racks for every occupant, and at the top of the drawing is a rail station which allows easy transport 
into the city and to other suburbs (Image from Breathe Architecture).

Figure 55. Northern Elevation, Clever use of nature as an external solar 
shading device, the deciduous nature means that there are leaves in the 
summer and none in winter (Photograph from Breathe Architecture).

Figure 56. Rooftop Community Garden, allows 
the occupants to a space to grow their own food 
and interact with the community in a city fringe 
environment (Photograph from Arcspace).

Figure 57. The Commons, 
Qualities (Drawing by Author).
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4.5 CASE STUDy: Earthsong

Architect: This project was designed and built by the community who now live there, using contractors 
and members skills for any specifics.

Location: Ranui, Auckland, New Zealand

Year of Construction: 2000 - 2008

Space:

This sustainable village has managed to create a consistent design throughout while being a compelling 
space to be and live. Both indoor and outdoor spaces create a sense of community and warmth, through 
the openness, and shared nature of the spaces.

As a low-density development, the project is focussed less on promoting compact city ideas such as 
thermal efficiency through size and walkability. It would be difficult for someone to live in this facility 
without using a car to get to some key amenities. The development is however within 10 minutes 
walking distance of the train station, so alternative transport options are viable.

Earthsong also offers a lower density than even the surrounding residential housing; in this regard, we 
can tell that the project did not see itself as a housing solution, but more a lifestyle solution.

Resources:

Rammed earth walls and other low energy, sustainable materials have been used in the construction of 
this eco-village, as well as other low energy materials such as timber. 

The sparring use of glass also shows how they paid key attention to passive techniques, economic 
concerns and embodied energy of materials.

Efficiency:

The leading efficiency in Earthsong is its use of energy, the key focus for this project was on passive 
housing techniques to lower energy usage throughout the village, this was done as electricity 
generation on-site could not be done for an acceptable price at the time.

Pros:

The ability to provide a low impact lifestyle through sustainability principles.

Low embodied energy materials.

Appropriate usage of passive design principles.

Affordability is achieved through compromise and restraint.

The compelling design of both indoor and outdoor space.

Cons:

The project reduces density to achieve farm type lifestyle.

Lack of onsite energy generation.

Below ideal water catchment compared to density.

Conclusion:

This project exhibits, above all else, the ability for a community to complete a project that expresses its 
values. The development remains community run to this day, which goes to show that the people are 
what has created such a compelling project with admirable goals for the future.79

79 Welcome to Earthsong Eco-
Neighbourhood, “Welcome to Earthsong 
Eco-Neighbourhood.”
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Figure 58. Site Plan, showing a low-density community done very well, the way that all of the housing is incorporated onto 
a tricky site with priority given to green space and shared space (Image from Earthsong).

Figure 59. Community Design Meeting, it was hugely 
important for this project to be community designed, this 
lead to a longer realisation time but much higher community 
interaction and satisfaction (Photograph from Earthsong).

Figure 60. Community Gatherings, The people in this 
project are the most important, and it is exhibited through 
this photo, the people designed this project, and they enjoy 
living it together (Photograph from Earthsong).

Figure 61. Earthsong, Qualities 
(Drawing by Author).
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4.6 CASE STUDy: vauban

Architect: This Neighbourhood was designed by many different architects. 

Location: Vauban, Freiburg, Germany

Year of Construction: 1999-2010

Space:

The use of public space is the crucial element to this project; green spaces interject the buildings to 
retain landscaping and create recreational space.

Compelling designed interior spaces are also created throughout the town.

Vauban has achieved a medium-density scale, while still maintaining a lower density feel.

Resources:

Investment in green infrastructure means that resources will be there for the future.

Biogas is used within the neighbourhood for cooking as opposed to natural gas, a renewable alternative.

Preservation of existing parks, trees and vegetation with a focus on reduction of herbicides and 
pesticides.

The neighbourhood encourages recyclable material construction, which can be easily adapted in the case 
of a function change.

Efficiency:

With 42 of the buildings within Vauban being awarded passive house status and 50 more being 
developed, we can assume that the neighbourhood is operating at an above-average level of energy 
efficiency, within a harsher climate than that of Auckland.

Ten houses within Vauban operate at a net positive of energy, meaning that they produce more energy 
than they use.

Reduction of car ownership and usage to below 40% by incentivising walking and charging per year for 
parking within the town.

“human-scale design, community house, playgrounds, community engagement in planning and 
operation,”80 create an environment for social sustainability.

Pros:

Successful implementation of medium density sustainable dwelling at a full neighbourhood scale.

High-quality integration of cohousing projects.

Focus on community interaction amongst the inhabitants.

Walkability throughout the neighbourhood resulting in a massive reduction in automobile usage and 
ownership.

Neighbourhood wide green infrastructure increases the minimum sustainability of any future 
developments.

Cons:

Lack of consistency among the different buildings, only restricted by energy consumption rather than 
many other metrics for sustainable design.

The planning of the town does not address affordability specifically, no minimum social housing 
requirement, creating a potential lack of economic diversity.

Conclusion:

Vauban is an excellent example of a compelling idea taking hold and being backed up by developers and 
government; it sets a precedent for how medium density can be sustainable on a large scale. Vauban 
shows that a focus on bringing up the less sustainable developments with sustainable infrastructure 
should be coupled with exemplary developments to show an ideal.81

80 Twenty-first Century Development, 
“Quartier Vauban.”

81 Twenty-first Century Development, 
“Quartier Vauban.”
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Figure 62. Masterplan of Neighbourhood, a highly sensible urban plan showing the priority of important functions such 
as schools and open, green space. It can be observed that this is sustainably zoned due to the building spacing and focus on 
sustainable transport within and from this neighbourhood (Image from Twenty-first Century Development).

Figure 63. Aerial Perspective, A great example of how independent energy generation can work even in climates without 
highly consistent sunlight (Photograph from Solaripedia).

Figure 64. Vauban, Qualities  
(Drawing by Author)
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4.7 CASE STUDy: dockside green

Architect:  Busby Perkins + Will (master planners) 

Location: Victoria, British Columbia, Canada

Year of Construction: 2004-2027

Space:

The development has designed spaces with the intent of connection for social interaction and economic 
interaction.

The mixed-use nature of Dockside Green is one which is designed to encourage social interaction 
between inhabitants.

The Dockside Green development prioritises open and green spaces which improve both environmental 
and social sustainability.

The development is being built upon a brownfield site, meaning that the site was previously 
contaminated and undesirable for development.

The development is medium density, encouraging compact city ideas while remaining compelling.

Resources:

Wastewater treatment is completed onsite and deals with 100% of the wastewater produced; the water 
is then reused for irrigation and in toilets.82

Stormwater is redirected to a ‘greenway’ where impermeable surfaces are present, reducing effects of 
stormwater.

Some materials in some of the buildings are locally sourced or recycled, reducing the embodied energy 
of materials in the buildings.

Efficiency:

An energy plant has been created for the area which burns locally sourced, low impact biomass to 
produce energy for the entire development.

All buildings will meet the LEED-ND gold standard, which means that they will all be energy, gas and 
water-efficient.

Sustainability used as a selling point aiding in selling 85% of the first batch of units in three hours.83

Pros:

Focus on three elements of sustainability gives the project a complete feeling.

Good focus on water, both storm and wastewater are sufficiently dealt with onsite.

Independent energy generation.

Addition of affordable housing units.

A good mixture of commercial, retail and residential buildings.

Cons:

Attention to material selection, embodied energy and recyclability are not of high focus.

Conclusion:

It seems that dockside green acts as an ideal “prototype” for sustainable urban design on every scale, 
with the accreditation of LEED-ND it is difficult to deny the high level of sustainability that has been 
achieved. It is even more impressive that this has been done at a similar upfront price compared to the 
surrounding area, and when considering the savings from sustainable design over time, it is no wonder 
why the units are in such high demand. Dockside Green is an advocate for extensive planning to achieve 
an exceptional result.84

82 Dockside Green, “Wastewater 
Treatment Facility.”

83 Pirie, “Dockside Green in Victoria, 
British Columbia: UnSprawl Case 
Study.”

84 Pirie, “Dockside Green in Victoria, 
British Columbia: UnSprawl Case 
Study.”

http://www.busby.ca/
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Figure 65. Master Plan, Showing the main priorities of the project, the good thing to see in this plan is the dedication to 
creating green open spaces between the buildings which not only leave space for vegetation but high-quality public space and 
allow light to all of the buildings (Image from Dockside Green).

Figure 66. Onsite 
Energy Generation, 
As well as natural 
onsite water treat-
ment this develop-
ment has a Sustain-
able and independent 
Electricity generation 
plant which burns 
locally sourced bi-
omass materials as 
well as waste prod-
ucts, this serves the 
entire neighbourhood 
(Image from Dock-
side Green).

Figure 67. Land-
scaping Plan: Excel-
lent Environmental 
Impact, by creating 
places for native 
planting, the project 
sustainably takes 
advantage of the 
benefits of trees, 
as well as proving 
high-quality space 
for people (Im-
age from Dockside 
Green).

Figure 68. Streetscape Section, Good priority for sustainable transport with only one-third of the space given 
to cars and ample room for cyclists. Would be better if this allowed for more options such as light rail and buses 

(Image from Dockside Green).

Figure 69. Dockside Green, 
Qualities (Drawing by Author)
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4.8 Key Learnings

How have the successful projects dealt with space?

The successful projects have increased the density of the place while maintaining the character of the 
area.

Projects that have taken advantage of the historic value existing on a site and created a contrast to 
enhance the historic features have been effective in maintaining a sense of place.

How have successful projects dealt with resources?

The successful projects have managed to balance effective design while using low embodied energy 
materials.

None of the examined projects has focussed heavily on resource management through construction, 
which would have resulted in the most optimal way to approach resources.

How have successful projects dealt with efficiency?

Successful projects have created buildings which can function optimally through passive means. 

The highly successful projects are those who have gone beyond the standard and innovated through 
design strategies to create energy and resource-efficiency.

How have successful projects created effective public interaction?

The successful projects have created and implemented generous spaces for the community to interact 
within.

The creation of frameworks for the occupants of the dwellings to contribute has created social 
responsibility within neighbourhoods.
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The design process for this project is one of discovery and iteration, as the site and literature were 
investigated, ideas transformed and changed to end up with the most consistent design philosophy 
possible. From the beginning, the design had to meet the criteria found within the research of 
Sustainability and Sustainable urban design as explored above, so the fundamental knowledge gained 
from these determined qualities for which to design by.

The starting points of the design were explored through diagrammatic means in a plan view of the site. 
These starting points were: Public/Private, Circulation, light, materiality and function. These ideas were 
explored individually and then combined to create a compromise between these elements. 

This diagramming process is bolstered by the sketching of key ideas in three dimensions, three key 
ideas of the project are old/new contrast, a courtyard market and a shared garden. These ideas provide a 
more emotional connection to the design, whereas the diagrams are very analytical.

At this point in the design process scale plans of the site are created and sketched over, as well as 
some sections. This technique gives the design a definitive scale and allows the progression to include 
proportion as a defining element of the design.

From this point, a 3D computer model is created to portray the design accurately, and this stage was 
crucial for the design as the computer model quickly discerns areas which have been overlooked. From 
here, the interaction of the building to the ground can be quickly addressed as well as height interaction 
with context.

The main design driver for this project from an aesthetic perspective came from the initial concept 
which focusses on the contrast between old and new; this idea aims to accentuate the qualities of 
both the old and new, this concept has been exhibited in the case studies to significant effect. For this 
project the new floats above and behind the old, not touching but merging into one from street view.

At this point, the people of Ponsonby east were investigated, this was to establish what the 
neighbourhood needed which was currently not catered for. The short list for which the area does 
not cater for includes a Local grocer, Gym, Diverse food spaces, Social spaces, Diverse working spaces 
and a Theatre. From these the Local grocer, Social spaces and Diverse food spaces were selected as 
functions which could be incorporated into the project, the adoption of these functions ensures that the 
programme of the building is in the best needs of the people of the neighbourhood. These functions 
have been realised as a grouping of small, but numerous food spaces, a large shared green space which 
houses a market and a large street-facing grocer, the grocer will operate the market as an extension of 
itself able to exhibit special seasonal items.

5.1 Design Process5 Design

Figure 70. Proposal for Exhibition Road (Image from Ben Hamilton-Baillie).
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The significant minority:

Married couple without children.

One pacific descent and one of asian 
descent.

Both born overseas.

Both are bilingual.

Both walk to work and earn above 
$50,000 per year.

Renting a house for $500 per week.

One car household.

The project caterer:

Environmentally conscious.

Socially active.

Young couple.

Working professionals.

Walk to work.

Currently renting a house 
for $550 per week but 
looking to own.

The average person:

36 years old.

Never married.

A professional earning 
50,000 per year.

European descent.

Drives to work.

Rents a house for $550 
per week.

Lives with one other 
person.

The average Family:

Three people, a couple 
and a child.

Couple is 35 years old.

Child is under 15.

One parent works as a 
professional while the 
other looks after child.

European descent.

Live in a two-bedroom 
privately owned house.

Figure 71. People profiles (Photographs by mmaindia and Stuff.co.nz). Figure 72. People profiles 2 (Photographs by Canstock and Sportswallah.com).
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Once the priorities and style of the design were 
established the programme was developed, the initial 
research saw the mixed-use typology as an optimal 
one; for this reason, the project could not have a single 
function. The functions of spaces were justified by the 
site analysis and the displacement of current functions. 
The current site housed retail, and the character of the 
main road is ground-level retail, so these spaces were 
designated as retail. The current site houses office space, 
so this displaced function is catered for in the new design. 
The rest of the buildings are designated as residential 
space with the amount determined by many factors 
including, density goals, site interaction and building 
codes.

As the main body of the building is zoned residential, the 
layout of units was then considered as well as how they 
would interact with the shared spaces. The rough size of 
the units was determined by comfortable sizes of rooms 
arranged within the initial building mass. Then, based 
on the number of units per floor plate, a suitably sized 
shared space was placed in the middle of the units which 
can provide cooking, living and dining. 

Interfacing of the different spaces is vital for the success 
of this project and was addressed at this point, the 
buildings provide many different levels of private, semi-
private and public spaces, with the principal objective 
being a smooth transition in terms of circulation through 
and around the site. 

Once the layout of spaces throughout the site and 
buildings are complete, the focus then moved to 
create architectural interest in the implementation of 
environmental systems, starting with the façade. An idea 
came up in the research about inclusive design helping 
increase the social sustainability of a building, so a 
compartmentalised façade was designed which would 

allow the occupants to control the colour and texture of 
their balcony space. Once this system was implemented 
the rest of the fenestration was input keeping in mind 
that glass is a poor insulator compared to walls, so the 
compromise between solar gains, light and thermal 
performance led to high ribbon windows on the southern 
facades, full glazing on the northern facades and 30% 
glazing to wall ratio on east and west facades. Shared 
spaces seemed more inviting with a more open feel, so full 
glazing was chosen on the shared space facades.

Other environmental systems were all considered at this 
point, in the attempt to create the most cohesive design 
possible, the implementation of these systems will be 
discussed further in detail.

The character of Ponsonby, as examined earlier, was 
essential to the design, the façade of the main road is 
where this is most important. The façade lines from the 
historic building are transferred and carried through the 
new addition. The heights of the buildings are also critical, 
on the main road, the upper floors are stepped back as not 
to overshadow the historic building, also the overhang does 
not touch the historic, giving it respect.

Once most of the building design was complete, then 
materiality was brought to the foreground. Most of the 
material choices were highly influenced by embodied 
energy, but also the character was considered. Concrete 
was chosen as a low energy material to be the façade 
for the main road, as this material fits better with the 
character, while timber and glass were used for the rest 
due to the warm feel and lower embodied energy.

Figure 73. Circulation Initial Diagram (Drawing 
by Author).

Figure 75. Massing Initial Diagram (Drawing by 
Author).

Figure 76. Materiality Initial Diagram (Drawing 
by Author).

Figure 74. Light and Shadow Initial Diagram 
(Drawing by Author).
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5.2 Programme

Figure 77. Ponsonby Central Analysis (Image from Ponsonby Central).

- Three Road connection to the spaces.
- only two main routes of travel, but feels more intricate in the space.
-  Some permanent shops with other small temporary ‘pop-ups.’
- Most shops are quite small.
- Two points of access for most units.
- Large units street facing with smaller units on the inside.

N
Figure 78. Diagram of Ground floor programme, with circulation routes (Drawing by Author).

Green Corridor

Ponsonby Central represents 
a successful example of a 
series of diverse food and 
retail spaces. The project 
also represents the area 
of Ponsonby and sets a 
precedent of character. 
The winding and narrow 
corridors leading to the 
different spaces are a quality 
this project will reflect. 
Ponsonby central makes use 
of pop up shops which are 
temporary insertions of new 
shops which encourage fresh 
life to the function of the 
place.

The programme for this 
project involves retail, office 
and residential spaces. 
The retail spaces include a 
grocer, market stalls and 
a variety of food spaces, 
with each space having at 
least one access point to a 
main circulation path. The 
market stalls are operated 
by the grocer to exhibit 
special items and can be let 
to the occupants of the area. 
The residential units in the 
historic building will remain 
but are now attached to a 
main circulation route, so 
the ground floor sections of 
these units are convertible 
into market type stalls as 
well. The office space is also 
on the ground floor and 
will activate the open space 
throughout the average day. 
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5.3 Design Strategies: Sustainable Roadways, Corridors

Change of road layout

The current road layout is car-dominated with implementations of pedestrian friendliness, in the form 
of crossing points, the road is four lanes wide with parallel car parking on either side of the road, the 
key strategies implemented on the main roads will be the narrowing of the lanes to decrease vehicle 
speeds passively, while adding in auto alternative transport routes in the form of tram and cycle lanes. 
The less significant roads will be narrowed, and parallel parking will be changed to angled carparks.

All roadways and corridors will include much more planting and permeability in the surfaces to allow 
for sufficient drainage when required, making the transport experience easier in rain or storms due to 
the lack of deep puddles.

Figure 80. Main Road After Section (Drawing by Author). Figure 81. Side Street After Section (Drawing by Author).

On the floors above ground 
will be the residential units. 
These units will operate 
under a co-living style 
of operation. This project 
will offer smaller than 
normal units with standard 
bedrooms and bathrooms 
but limited private kitchen, 
living and dining spaces. 
These units are then 
supplemented by generous 
shared spaces designed to 
encourage social interaction 
with everyday use as well as 
cater for larger gatherings.

Shared 
Dining 
Space

Shared 
Kitchen

Shared 
Lounge

Private Unit Space

Figure 79. Unit and Shared Space Plan (Drawing by Author).
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Removal of a road section

There currently exists to the south of the site Cowan street, the street connection to the main road 
currently has no discernible benefit to the site. Therefore the connection will be severed at the end, and 
Cowan street will become a cul-de-sac, this aims to increase traffic flow along the main road while not 
hindering access. This will then provide an open space which will contribute to pedestrian and green 
space and give the space circulation a more natural flow.

Figure 82. New Road Addition Before and After (Drawing by Author, Basemap by Geomaps).

N

Increased overall permeability of the surface

Current surfaces are impermeable in most cases, the surfaces used within this project will all be 
permeable, any hard, concrete surfaces will use a porous type of concrete which allows water to flow 
through it quickly to a drainage layer underneath, this type of surface is great for footpaths and 
roads where puddles are unpleasant. This will be paired with an increase of permeable surfaces with 
vegetation which can make use of the water.

Addition of green corridors

The new building on-site will make use of green corridors to travel through, and around it, these green 
corridors will include permeable drainage surfaces, planting and pedestrian-friendly walking surfaces 
without any overhead services.

Figure 83. Before and After, Permeability (Drawing by Author, Basemap by Geomaps).

New Site Permeability: 100%

New Road Permeability: 20%

Current Permeability: 25%

Current Road Permeability: 0-7%

N
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Increased density of residential capacity

There are currently four residences on-site, all of which are within the historic corner building. The 
Proposal includes 24 different units, either 1, 2 or 3 bedrooms. This is quite a dramatic increase in 
residential density from 9 dwellings per hectare to 51 dwellings per hectare. This, however, is mostly 
due to the lack of residences on the site beforehand as well as the low-density nature of Ponsonby.

Neutral density of office capacity

The Site currently houses enough space for four office spaces, these have been moved to the ground 
floor at the southwestern corner of the site, this office space will be a shared office space, one which 
smaller businesses can rent or purchase space within, the space will have the same amount of 
occupants in a smaller space and share, more delightful facilities. The project also adds much more 
retail spaces, increasing the number of jobs on-site by a great deal. 

5.4 Design Strategies: Zoning and mixed-use

Figure 84. Before and After, Density (Drawing by Author, Basemap by Geomaps).

Current Density:

3 Offices, Space for 25 People

9 dwellings per hectare

New Site Density:

One Large Shared Office, Space 
for 25 People

51 dwellings per hectare

N

Creation of functional green and open space

On the site exists a largely underused car park, this carpark will be displaced by the proposal with an 
open, public, green space. This space will function both as ample green space for any passing leisure 
activities, but also, the space houses market stalls, the market stalls will be owned and operated by the 
local grocer, who is responsible for making sure that they are activated. The occupants of the residences 
can also use these stalls if they have any food items to sell, on specific evenings this space will function 
as a market and will also serve a shared eating space for any food shops contained within the building. 
The open space also acts as a good circulation route through the site by pedestrians. 

Preservation and creation of essential functions for the place

The retail street frontage is vital to the character of Ponsonby road, so has been preserved, but also, 
the addition of a local grocer is important for the area, There currently exists a similar but small grocer 
in Ponsonby central as well as a supermarket at the bottom of college hill, neither of which are within 
reasonable walking distance of the neighbourhood, so this function will be taken onsite and street-
facing.

Figure 85. Coarse 
Site plan After

The general zoning for 
the coarse site will remain 
largely unchanged as the site 
is already zoned quite well. 
The changes proposed act 
to increase the potential for 
mixed-use developments, 
add circulation pathways and 
add more bus stops and tram 
stops along the main road.
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Increased planting of trees bushes and greenery

Current planting on the site is limited to 9 trees. The proposal will include much more planting in the 
form of grasses, bushes and trees as shown below

5.5 Design Strategies: Designing with nature

Figure 86. Trees, Bushes and Shrubs of the Project (Photographs by Phil Bendle and iNaturalist).

Trees (6m and over) Small Trees and Shrubs (1.5m - 6m)

Flowers From October 
Through Summer

Flowers From 
August Through 
Summer

Flowers From August 
Through October

Mahoe

Kowhai

Kapuka/Broadleaf Red Fruited Karamu

Harakeke/New Zealand Flax

Flowers Through Summer

Culturally Significant
Flowers from September 
Through DecemberFlowers From October 

Through Summer

Fruits From March 
Through April

Makomako/Wineberry

ClimbersLow Growing Plants (under 1.5m)

Kohia

Crimson Rata VineKaka Beak

Taurepo

Flowers and Fruits From July 
Through SpringFlowers From October 

Through December

Flowers From October 
Through November

Fruits in Summer

Kowharawhara/Astelia

Flowers Year Round, with 
Peaks in Summer

Flowers From August Through 
January

Critically Endangered

Culturally Significant

Increased ratio of green space to non-green space

The current ratio of green space in Ponsonby is around 20% while the current site is only 6%, the 
proposal will achieve a ratio of 40%

N

6% Green Space 40% Green Space

Figure 87. Before and After, Green Space (Drawing by Author, Basemap by Geomaps).
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5.6 Design Strategies: Environmental Sustainability

High use of low embodied energy materials

The construction of the project will consist mostly of low embodied energy materials. The primary 
materials will be timber, concrete and earth, with metals, only being used when necessary for the 
structure, window frames and plumbing, while plastics will only be used if necessary for plumbing 
fixtures and piping.

Figure 88. Steel and 
timber Structural Diagram 
(Drawing by Author).

Estimate of Timber Required:

Total: Approx 200 Tons

Breakdown:

Structural Frame:  57.75 
Tons

External Solar Shading: 11.3 
Tons

Wall Construction: 83 Tons

Roof Construction: 30.25 
Tons

Furnishing: 13.75 Tons

Footpath: 0.5 Tons

Staircases: 3 Tons

Window Framing: 1 Ton

+10% for waste and other            
inaccuracies

Timber for most 
of the Framing

Steel “cage” 
used to support 
the overhang

Vertical, 
Horizontal and 
cross-bracing 
made from LVL 
members

Steel members are 
universal beams and 
columns held up by 
Circular filled sections

Earth Estimate:

Total: 66 Tons

Rammed Earth Walls: 60 
Tons

+10% for waste and other 
inaccuracies

Concrete Estimate:

Total: 2,400 Tons.

Standard High Strength 
Concrete - Floor Slabs & 
Walls: 1,860 Tons

Aerated Concrete - Exterior 
pathing: 320 Tons

+10% for waste and other 
inaccuracies

Steel Estimate:

Total: 60 Tons

Steel Framing: 35 Tons

Fittings and Fixtures: 15 Tons

Other Steel elements: 5 Tons

+10% for waste and other inaccuracies

Figure 89. Axonometric showing all 
metal in Project (Drawing by Author).

Aluminium External 
Solar Shading Structure

Aluminium Window 
Framing

Mesh Green Corridor Cover

Appliances, Fixtures 
and Interior Elements

Steel Structural Framing

Metal Used in Elevator Compontnets
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Simple and reversible construction detailing

The construction in this project will make use of reversible construction techniques. This is important 
for both deconstruction and any change of function that the building might undertake in the future. 
Bolts will be used wherever possible as the easiest to deconstruct, non-destructive fixing, with screws 
being used when more practical than bolts. Adhesives and compound materials such as reinforced 
concrete will be avoided where possible, instead opting for combinations easier for deconstruction.

Figure 90. Designing For Deconstruction, Demountable Precast Concrete System (Photograph from Kibert, Charles J, Abdol 
R Chini, and Jennifer Languell).

Use of passive techniques to heat and retain the heat of the building

Solar gains will act as the primary source for controlled heat gain, and external solar shading will 
allow the occupants to control the warmth of their unit on days with sun. In the warmer months, the 
sun angle will be high and not allowed to hit the earth thermal mass wall, while in the colder months 
the sun will warm the earth wall, and the wall will emit heat slowly when the sun is not there. For 
prolonged periods without sunlight, low energy radiant heating panels will be used to warm the spaces 
and the thermal mass wall. This strategy will ensure the building remains warm while not overheating.

Winter

Summer

Figure 91. Solar Capture Strategy (Drawing by Author).
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High insulation with negligible thermal bridging

The building envelope will be highly insulated with metric R-values far above code, and even above 
passive house standards, details are shown below.

Figure 92. Wall to Roof and Wall to Floor Insulation Details (Drawing by Author).

1.6

2.2

3.2

2.4

6.5

7.8

0.8

8

6.8

10.8

0.8

New Zealand Standards Passive House Standars This Project

Floor

Wall

Roof

Window

Space for 510mm Jetstream MAX Ceiling Insulation

Roof Structure

Roof Decking

Concrete

130mm (100 + 30mm ClimaFoam XPS Slab 
Insulation. Underslab and Slab Edge Insulation

Double Layer of 140mm 
Earthwool Glasswool

Airtight building envelope

An airtight building envelope, as discussed, is crucially important to reduce internal temperature 
change within the building. The primary design tool this project uses is simplicity of building envelope; 
penetrations are only used when needed for windows. The main problem with an airtight envelope is 
that it uses adhesives, which are not ideal for deconstruction, for this reason, the building envelope will 
consist of a RAB (rigid air barrier) board, which is a James Hardie sheet material which acts as an air 
barrier and is LEED-certified, this reduces the adhesive as it only occurs along the seams.

1. Integral sealer on face and edges repels moisture rapidly and resists moisture penetration.

2. Advanced technology allows water vapour to escape.

3. Withstands wind pressures up to and including Extra High wind zones.

4. Acts as temporary weather protector during construction process.85 

Figure 93. James 
Hardie RAB Board 
(Image from James 
Hardie).

85 James Hardie, “RAB™ Board.”
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Natural ventilation through passive techniques

Due to the depth of the units, the project will be naturally ventilated through cross ventilation. 
Each unit has two opposing points of natural ventilation, one to the outside and the other to a well-
ventilated corridor. When the outdoor air is too cold to justify opening windows and doors to ventilate, 
then a heat exchanger will be used to supplement the air changes needed. 

Figure 94. Full Floor Ventilation (Drawing By Author).
Figure 95. Unit Ventilation (Drawing by Author). 

N

Ventilators

Grey and blackwater treatment onsite

Both Grey and Blackwater treatment facilities will be located on-site, current systems exist which can 
treat blackwater to a potable level within a small space. This will reside on the lower levels, and will 
require a relatively small amount of energy to keep running, the treated water can be used for any 
function within the building, however, occupants may not feel comfortable with this, and can choose to 
have it only used for landscaping upkeep and rooftop garden water needs. This treatment facility will 
need to be maintained, and extracted waste can be disposed of properly.

Rainwater collection

Rainwater will be harvested from all impervious surfaces on the site; the roof area will help lower the 
need for reliance on the grid and provide a guilt-free water source for any instance where local supplies 
are low, or supply lines are out of order. It is estimated that with a kickstart of water, the project can be 
entirely self-sufficient in its water usage.

Figure 96. Water storage and Treatment (Drawing by Author).

5 x 24,000 Liter Water Storage 
Tanks, Enough to Supply the 
Site with Water for 10 Days 
Without Rain or Recycling.

Underground

Waste Water

Treatment 
System.

N
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Onsite waste reduction and sorting

For the construction of this project, strict waste sorting will be necessary to ensure that it can be 
recycled appropriately and efficiently, this will be done by providing places for waste and clear 
definitions of materials for these places.

The overall onsite waste should be proportionally lower due to some of the design decisions, such as 
standardisation of wall height to fit sheet as well as prefabrication of some buildings pieces.

No dedicated car parking onsite

Onsite car parking for the residences has been debated since the project’s inception; it could be argued 
that zero car parking is unrealistic and would not suit as a transitionary piece of architecture. While the 
counter-argument is that it would be in line with the philosophy of the project of walkability and auto 
alternate transport to reject the carpark. This argument would also result in a sizeable monetary saving 
for the occupants by drastically reducing construction costs. This project will argue the latter; instead, 
a small amount of on-street parking will be provided to the general public for which the occupants may 
use if necessary.

Secure bicycle parking for every resident

The project will provide a secure, covered and private bicycle park for each resident within the lobby 
for the building which they reside, these are both easy to use and convenient for the occupants, further 
encouraging auto alternate transport. These aim to offset the lack of automobile parking by creating a 
social space for which private vehicles can be stored.

Rooftop Garden

On the roof of the Cowan street building will reside a rooftop garden; any resident of the site can access 
this garden. The garden will consist of plots managed by the body corporate in charge of keeping all 
the shared spaces running; the plots can then be allocated to specific residents or tended to by the body 
corporate. The result of this will be fresh fruits and vegetables which all of the residents have access 
to, and it is the most environmentally sustainable way for the residents to get food, due to low water 
demands, lack of pesticides and machinery as well as lack of transport energy.

Limited renewable energy generation onsite

On-site renewable energy generation for this project will only be limited due to the ability for such 
systems to be integrated into the site, horizontal vacant surfaces will house Photo-voltaic panels while 
wind or other renewables would not suit the site. This decision is made easier due to New Zealand’s 
80% renewable electricity supply, so onsite energy is to supplement the countrywide energy generation 
while also providing a small buffer for any power outages. It is estimated that these panels can power 
all of the residential units within the project while any overflow can be utilised by the retail spaces or 
stored in batteries.

Figure 97. Solar Energy Generation Strategy (Drawing by Author).

Solar Array: 12 Solar Panels 
Power Output: 15.5 kWh per Day Average

Unit Battery: Tesla Powerwall
Capacity: 14kWk

Storage

Prod
ucti

on

Usage
4.1 kWh per Unit per day Average

Single Solar Panel (l.956mm x 992mm)
Power Output: 1.3 kWh per day Average

Excess Energy to Be distributed to the 
Rest of the Site
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Creation of large shared public space

The large shared public space created onsite aims to become the new hub for the three lamps area. 
While there already exists a semi-hub, it is not functioning as well as it could be, this space is the 
answer to that. The space acting as circulation, office, residence and retail will ensure a moderate level 
of foot traffic, this will inevitably cause more social interaction between occupants and users of the 
space.

Creation of generous private-public spaces

With each grouping of units on-site exists a shared space, only available to the occupants of the 
building, this space includes high quality and generous kitchen, living and dining space. This space 
counters the small kitchen, living and dining spaces within the units. The shared space opens 
opportunities for social interaction which is not available otherwise, such as creating a community 
rotation of cooking, while the option still exists for privacy.

5.7 Design Strategies: Social Sustainability

User influenced design to create user responsibility

The northern façade of the main building and eastern side of the Main road facing building are 
customisable in colour and texture by the occupant of the unit, within a defined selection. This will 
both make the façade finer in texture and give the occupants a sense of social responsibility for the 
place resulting in more care being taken for the buildings and more of a connection to the place.

Textural Options Colour Options

Figure 98. Community Engagement through design (Drawing by Author).

Coarse Texture

Medium Texture

Fine Texture
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Creation of a co-living environment

The residential units will function under a Co-living style of management. For this project, the units 
can be purchased or rented, and a monthly fee will result in the upkeep of the shared spaces, as well as 
the organisation of community events, the occupants of the building can then have an impact on the 
running of the building as well as what goes on in it.

Figure 99. Comparison of Co-Living to Standard Living Arrangements (Drawing by Author).

Co-Living Standard
Dwellings: 50% of your costs Dwellings: 90% of your costs

Shared Occupant Space: Facilities, living, kitchen, dining

Shared Occupant Space: Hallways and Lobbies 
- 0% of your costs

Community: No active engagements - 
0% of your costs

Community: 
Board of people 
who organise 
maintenance 
of shared space 
and community 
engagement

50% of your costs

Results:

- Smaller Private 
Space

- Larger Overall 
Space

- High Community 
engagement

Results:

- Larger Private 
Space

- Smaller Overall 
Space

- Low Community 
engagement

Maximisation of resources to increase long term economic sustainability

The maximisation of resources is in keeping with the environmental aims of the project, the idea of 
not using more resources than necessary per occupant. The model created by the project focusses on 
the efficiency of energy, water and materials, which is said to increase overall long-term economic 
sustainability.

Sharing of key spaces decreases overall living costs

The co-living model means that there will be a smaller to equal upfront cost due to the smaller owned 
space. The lower up-front cost is often more affordable for people and is a no brainer when the long-
term cost of a similarly equipped residence is similar or more.

Reduction of energy and water usage decreases long term living costs

Due to the efficiencies of resources within the project as discussed, the building will consume less 
electricity, less water and less natural gas. These resources contribute a significant amount to monthly 
expenses; this project aims to drastically decrease demands of resources which will decrease both the 
short term and long-term economic sustainability of the project.

5.8 Design Strategies: Economic Sustainability
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i conclusion
The project set out to investigate a better solution for the housing and sustainability issues that 
Auckland is facing, the initial research showed that Auckland’s council did not consider the two issues 
as connected, and because the construction industry is such a significant contributor of emissions and 
waste it seemed apparent that there was a gap to be investigated. The other big issue was how people 
are housed, and the focus seemed to be less on the people and more on the money. The combination of 
these two issues and how to succinctly solve them is the basis for this project.

In defining what the project would be within the aforementioned issues, it was clear that the main 
factor was sustainability, both socially and environmentally. Within this framework, the idea of 
creating an intervention to encourage a sustainable neighbourhood while also providing some strategies 
for the neighbourhood scale was decided.

Once the framework of the project was decided upon, then a site could be selected, the site chosen was 
in Ponsonby on the corner of Ponsonby Road, Cowan street and Pompallier Terrace. The site was then 
analysed to figure out what was important on the site and what could be changed. The climate was also 
a crucial part of the analysis, as to be sustainable the building must respond to the climate in a passive 
way rather than an active way.

The literature and case studies provided critical points for which the project could incorporate for 
all elements of sustainable urban design and sustainable building design. Initially, the field of 
sustainability was too wide for the project to operate within. The literature helped to categorise 
sustainability into its five elements (environmental, social, economic, cultural and institutional), this 
was important and followed by the prioritisation of these elements. Once the scope of literature was 
determined and investigated it was clear that the elements selected were both essential and could be 
influenced by architecture. The rest of the research determined that lowering demand for resources 
and energy is the key factor in environmental sustainability while creating as many opportunities 
for interaction was the most important in social sustainability. For economic sustainability, the long 
term preservation of resources was determined to be the most important, which was in line with the 
environmental goals. How these factors can be implemented in a building was then explored in depth.

This project has delved into both sustainable urban design and sustainable building design to a 
level which results in the sensible creation of an intervention which aims to promote sustainable 
neighbourhood principles. The project completed the aims for which it set out to do to a reasonable 
level. The project would only gain depth through further design and research but has come to a 
satisfying point of development, with all of the initial aims of the project being met to some extent.

Further development would result in a much greater idea of how to fully realise the project sustainably, 
in the form of construction, funding and other areas of sustainability. One element of the project which 
could be explored further is the emissions, an ideal for this project would be to get it to a state which is 
carbon positive, and self-sustaining in terms of power and water. The project gets close to these ideals 
with entirely self-sustaining water which requires a kickstart and onsite energy generation, which can 
sustain all the residences on site. In terms of a carbon positive design, this is an avenue which could be 
further explored, While the site may operate at a carbon positive level due to the amount of vegetation 
the model would be difficult to replicate on other sites which do not have the capacity for vast green 
spaces.

The remaining question becomes: why is this type of project not being considered at the moment, to 
which the answer is that the environment does not exist for these types of projects to be the apparent 
optimal solution. It is important to note that there are many factors for which this type of project does 
not have to address which an actualised project would, these factors are the reason why. These include 
logistical elements, like the fact that it would be challenging to acquire this land for development; 
another factor could be that this idea is not yet popular among developers for a variety of reasons. For 
this reason, a goal to actualise this project would first be to have it be the apparent optimal solution in 
the mind of those able to complete it.

When examining the existing building fabric of Auckland, it is a harsh transition from high to low 
density which sprawls to its extents; the other glaring observation is the lack of sustainable design 
principles in the average building. The first way to help with this issue is to look at groupings of 
houses as neighbourhoods with people, rather than an area filled by a demographic. Once this more 
sympathetic mindset is adopted, sustainable principles are more likely to be implemented by private 
developers as well as government. Overall, the way to realise change is to facilitate the environment for 
such changes to be the most optimal solution.

Figure 100. Representation of current Auckland Skyline (Image by Author). Figure 101. Representation of a more ideal Auckland Skyline (Image by Author).
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